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 D224 

 

Cabinet  
12 December 2012 

 

Local Council Tax Support 2013/2014 (Dec12/01) 
 
 
1. Summary and reasons for recommendations 
 
1.1 This report requests Cabinet to recommend to Council a new policy to create a 

Local Council Tax Support (LCTS) scheme. 
 
1.2 The Welfare Reform Act abolishes Council Tax Benefit (CTB), and replaces it 

with a Local Council Tax Support scheme. The new Local Government Finance 
Act 2012 and regulations set out how the Council must create a LCTS scheme. 
This means the majority of LCTS awards will be based on criteria set and 
administered by each local billing authority (such as St Edmundsbury), having 
consulted with the major precepting authorities (including Suffolk County 
Council, Fire and Police authorities) and the public. The Act and regulations 
direct how authorities must support pensioners, with little change to the way 
their entitlement is presently decided.  

 
1.3 Under the regulations the Council must finalise its local scheme by 31 January 

2013. 
 
 
 
2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 To agree and recommend to Council the Local Council Tax Support Scheme, as 

set out in Section 4 of Report D224 and detailed in the Policy document 
contained in Appendix A to Report D224; 

 
2.2 to apply for the transitional grant for one year support, as detailed in Sections 

4.14 to 4.18 of Report D224; 
 
2.3 to agree and recommend to Council the change to the Council’s Scheme of 

Delegation to Officers as set out under Legal and Policy implications at Section 
10.2 of Report D224; and 

 
2.4    to recommend to Council that if the final funding decisions are not known by the 

date of the Council meeting on 18 December 2012, that delegated authority be 
given to the Head of Resources and Performance, in consultation with the 
Leader of the Council and the Portfolio Holder for Performance and Resources, 
to make final decisions on any additional changes to the Local Council Tax 
Support Scheme arising as a result of the final funding decisions, as detailed in 
Section 10.3 of Report D224. 
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Contact details 
Name 
Title 
Telephone 
E-mail 

Portfolio holder 
David Ray  
Performance and Resources  
(01359) 250912 
david.ray@stedsbc.gov.uk 

Lead officers 
Rachael Mann 
Head of Resources and Performance 
(01638) 719245  
rachael.mann@forest-heath.gov.uk 
 
Sharon Jones 
Strategic Manager (ARP) 
(01842) 756463 
sharon.jones@angliarevenues.gov.uk 
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3. Corporate priorities 
 
3.1 The adoption of a Local Council Tax Support scheme will support the following 

corporate priorities: 
 

(a) ‘Working together for an efficient council’; and  
(b) ‘Working together for strong, healthy and diverse communities’. 
 

 
4. Key issues 
 
4.1 The Welfare Reform Act 2012 abolishes Council Tax Benefit (CTB), and replaces 

it with a Local Council Tax Support scheme (LCTS). The Local Government 
Finance Act 2012 and regulations set out how the Council must create a LCTS 
scheme. 

 
4.2 The regulations require the Council to finalise its LCTS scheme by 31 January 

2013. 
 
4.3 Regulations will require that pension age people will not be affected financially 

when their existing claims move to the LCTS. They also direct that councils 
should consider steps to encourage people to find work, protect vulnerable 
people, and prevent child poverty. 

 
4.4 The Cabinet on 3 July 2012, considered the proposals for the LCTS scheme.  

The Cabinet resolved that a draft LCTS scheme be published for consultation, in 
order to meet the statutory timetable to approve the final scheme before the 
end of January, and to model affordability as part of the Council’s medium term 
financial planning. 

 
4.5 There are a number of different criteria which could be used to deliver a cost 

neutral scheme. All Suffolk billing authorities have been working together to 
agree similar arrangements where possible but reflecting their own local 
circumstances. 

 
4.6 It is estimated the Council will pay CTB of £6,324,000 this year (2012/2013). 

The trend of annual growth in CTB because of the increasing cost of claims is 
3% and the inflationary increase is expected to be 2.2%.  

 
4.7 Council Tax Benefit is currently funded by the Department for Work and 

Pensions as a reimbursement of CTB expenditure according to nationally set 
criteria. 

 
4.8 From 1 April 2013 the Local Council Tax Scheme will be distributed by the 

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) to local authorities 
through a cash limited grant. The exact amount is yet to be confirmed. The 
amounts available will be at least 10% and possibly up to 14% less than 
currently received. The distribution will be formula based. 

 
4.9 Based on a reduction of 10% and taking into account the assumptions outlined 

in paragraph 4.6 above; the grant reduction for St Edmundsbury is expected to 
be £961,000 of which it is expected that £111,000 (11.59%) will be borne by 
this Council with the balance borne by Suffolk County Council and the Police 
authority. The exact/precise figures will not be known until the late autumn, as 
part of the December budget announcement, which may be after this report is 
circulated to Council.  
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4.10 The Government has stated that pensioners must not be affected by the 

changes.  Therefore, a cost saving can only impact working age claimants. To 
provide some context, 35.79% of our working age claimants presently pay no 
Council Tax because of the type or the low level of their income. On average 
each claimants’ Council Tax Benefit is £844.55. 

 
4.11 To deliver the required saving from changes to the Council Tax scheme alone 

would mean a reduced level of support across all working age claims by 
approximately 30%.  

 
4.12 The main effect of spreading the saving across all working age claims is that 

those who presently pay nothing would have to pay something. It is 
acknowledged that this creates a challenge to maintain high collection rates.  It 
is likely that we will receive increased requests to defer or protract payments; 
or those affected might decide to delay or not pay, increasing the 
administrative time and cost of collection and potentially leading to more people 
going through the legal process of recovery. 

 
4.13 Given the scale of the funding shortfall, the Cabinet agreed on 25 July 2012 

that it is necessary to pass on only a proportion of the burden to claimants in 
order to incentivise work. Cabinet also noted that the funding gap could be 
closed by taking advantage of new powers within the Local Government Finance 
Act 2012 to reduce the level of discounts currently granted in respect of second 
homes and some classes of empty properties.  Changing the discounts to some 
classes of empty properties would provide an incentive to re-let void properties 
more quickly.  The Council therefore consulted on this basis (see section 7 
below for further detail on the consultation process). 

 
4.14 To assist the transition process the DCLG announced on 16 October 2012 that it 

would be making available an additional £100,000,000 for one year to support 
local authorities in developing well-designed Council Tax Support schemes to 
maintain positive incentives to work. 

 
4.15 The grant will be available to councils who choose to design their scheme so 

that: 
 

(a) those who are on 100% support under the current Council Tax Benefit 
arrangements pay between zero and no more than 8.5% of their Council 
Tax liability; 

 
(b) the Taper Rate does not increase above 25%; and 
 
(c) there is no sharp reduction in support for those entering work. 

 
4.16 If the Council adopts a scheme which meets the grant criteria the grant funding 

allocation will be as follows: 
 

Local Authority Grant from Government 
St Edmundsbury £22,349 
Suffolk County £115,037 
Suffolk Police £17,030 
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Recommended scheme criteria  
 
4.17 The following table sets out recommendations to partly meet the £961,000 

shortfall, with explanatory comments about each action. Modelling, using 
current caseload data, illustrates the potential financial effect of proposed 
changes to the current council tax benefit scheme. The total projected saving is 
the sum of each of the actions separately. 

Note  Action  
  Number   
 affected 

Value  
£’000  

 Total shortfall  961 
1  Maximum liability 8.5%  3,678 267 
2  Abolish Second Adult Rebate       77    11 

 

Shortfall balance to be met from 
other options, for example changes 
to Council Tax exemptions. 
Including the use of the one year 
transitional support grant. 

 683 

 
Note 1 - Currently Council Tax Benefit is awarded or calculated based on the 
claimant’s full liability (100%). Instead, it is recommended to use 8.5%, 
meaning each working age claimant would have to pay at least £99.97 per year 
more than they do now. This is based on: 

 
(a) a band B property, as the majority of our claimants fall within this 

banding; and 
 

(b) at the current 2012/13 Council Tax levels.  
 

Note 2 - Second Adult Rebate is paid when the claimant’s income is more than 
other people in their home. In practice, it is complicated to explain and difficult 
to administer. 

 
4.18 The current safeguards for vulnerable claimants will continue, these include 

providing higher benefits (up to the Maximum allowed) for those receiving 
Personal Independence Payments. Customers who are blind or have carers will 
not have deductions, in respect of others living in their home, taken from their 
support. 

 
Policy Document  
 

4.19 It is a requirement to set out the LCTS scheme in a Policy document which 
details the ‘rules’ of the scheme. This needs to be approved by Full Council. The 
final draft version of the document is shown at Appendix A.  

 
4.20 Changes as a result of the new powers within the Local Government Finance Act 

2012 to reduce the level of discounts currently granted in respect of second 
homes and some classes of empty properties will require a policy change by 
Members as part of the 2013/2014 setting the Council Tax Base and budget 
setting process.  

 
Helping people to understand the new system of Council Tax Support  

 
4.21 The replacement of the national Council Tax Benefit system with a localised 
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scheme will have a major impact on claimants as well as others who will be 
expected to help make up the 10% shortfall in Government funding. 

 
4.22 While the premise behind the idea – encouraging benefits claimants into work – 

is relatively simple to explain, the process of putting local schemes into 
practice, and explaining how people will be affected, is more complicated. A 
communications plan will be put together to support the work of Anglia 
Revenues Partnership (ARP) members. 

 
4.23 The communications plan will identify: 
 

(a) stakeholders – these are the people who need to know what’s going on, 
including claimants and advice organisations as well as staff, councillors 
and the public; 

 
(b) key messages which need to go to each group of stakeholders – the 

public will not need to know as much detail, for example, as claimants; 
 
(c) communications routes – such as individual letters, print, broadcast and 

social media; 
 
(d) timescales – any campaign is unlikely to start before mid January 2013, 

with the focus being around the time Council Tax bills are sent out. 
 
4.24 The West Suffolk Communications Team will work with the other ARP partners 

to ensure consistency of messages and timescales. Delivering the actions in the 
communications plan will be the responsibility of each individual council in the 
partnership. 

 
 
5. Other options considered 
 
5.1 The Council must agree a LCTS scheme. If the Council does not set a scheme 

based on agreed local criteria then the Government’s ‘default scheme’ in its 
entirety will need to be used, the cost of which would almost certainly be higher 
than the level of grant funding, resulting in a budget pressure. 

 
5.2 It is understood that the majority of the Suffolk councils are aiming to adopt 

the maximum 8.5% reduction to working age support and thus qualify for the 
one-off Government grant. An update on this will be available at the Cabinet 
meeting. 

 
 
6. Community impact 
 
6.1 Crime and disorder impact (including Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998). 
 
6.1.1 The proposals contain provisions for dealing with welfare concerns of residents; 

particularly vulnerable people and to avoid child poverty. 
 
6.2 Diversity and equality impact (including the findings of the Equality Impact 

Assessment). 
 
6.2.1 An equality impact assessment has been carried out on the draft scheme and is 

currently being finalised alongside the final scheme design. 
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6.3 Sustainability impact (including completing a Sustainability Impact Assessment). 
 
6.3.1 No impact. 
 
6.4 Other impact (any other impacts affecting this report). 
 
6.4.1 None. 
 
7. Consultation (what consultation has been undertaken, and what were the outcomes?) 
 
7.1 The Local Government Finance Bill requires Billing Authorities to hold a public 

consultation on their LCTS proposals. To comply with this a 12 week 
consultation started on 3 August 2012 and finished on 26 October co-ordinated 
with Forest Heath, other Suffolk districts and Suffolk County Council.  

 
7.2 A range of initiatives were undertaken to promote the consultation across St 

Edmundsbury.  This included writing to 7,848 residents, inviting stakeholders to 
participate, and advising Council Tax payers throughout the Borough of the 
consultation.  

 
7.3 As a legal requirement, the major precepting authorities have been consulted 

and agreed the framework. 
 
7.4  A total of 1,708 returns were received; 75 online (4.4%) and 1,633 postal 

(95.6%). The following options were consultant on: 
 

Option 1: working age people who receive Council Tax (CT) support pay more; 
Option 2: owners of second homes pay more; 
Option 3: owners of empty homes pay more; and 
Option 4: people who benefit from the 2nd adult rebate pay more. 

 
7.5 There are a lot of details to the consultation results, which Officers are able to 

go through with Members at their request. Broadly speaking the responses we 
received showed that individuals scored the option that would directly affect 
them, as their least favourite option.   

 
7.6 Other issues respondents felt that the Council should consider included: 
 

(a) improve Council tax recovery, reduce fraud, increase benefit checks; 
(b) reduce waste, costs and spending; 
(c) reduce services, staff, pay and sell assets; 
(d) higher Council tax bands to pay more; 
(e) income based tax i.e. Poll tax; 
(f) protect groups, including reduce Council Tax, such as: 

(i) pensioners; 
(ii) low income families/households; 
(iii) disabled people; 
(iv) benefit recipients; and 

(g) households with more than 2 working adults pay more. 
 

7.7 In addition to the questionnaire, workshops were undertaken with stakeholders 
in order to complement the quantitative research and explore the potential 
impact upon different groups in more depth. Three workshops were delivered 
across Suffolk with private landlords; social landlords and the voluntary and 
community sector. This enabled us to minimise the resources required to 
deliver the consultation and maximise attendance as many organisations work 
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across the whole of Suffolk. In addition, this was supplemented with local 
workshops, targeting West Suffolk organisations, in Mildenhall and Bury 
St Edmunds. 

 
7.8 Key concerns included: 
 

(a) some residents being affected by more than one benefit reform; 
(b) the need for residents to be supported through budgeting advice; 
(c) some residents being required to pay Council Tax for the first time; 
(d) literacy issues of some residents – organisations to work together to 

provide support; 
(e) need for reasonable time for landlords to undertake maintenance of 

properties between lets; 
(f) concern over how changes will affect disabled residents; 
(g) reliance on voluntary groups to support those affected; and 
(h) concern over organisations chasing different debts at the same time. 

 
 
8. Financial and resource implications (including asset management implications). 

 
8.1 The effect of the local funding gap of around £961,000 will be borne by the 

major precepting authorities in proportion to their current precept size. 
Currently this equates to 11.59% for St Edmundsbury. This is significant as the 
extra amount payable by working age claimants will be a risk for payments to 
the Collection Fund. 

 
8.2 The recommended policy covered by this report is intended to deliver a ‘cost 

neutral scheme’ or a scheme which partially covers the funding gap. 
 

There are a number of potential financial risks involved.  These include: 
 
(a) Recovery of Council Tax.  There is a risk of a lower level of collection 

of Council Tax, given that more people will have to pay Council Tax and 
many will be paying for the first time. 

 
(b) Recovery of administration costs.  The number of people paying 

Council Tax will increase and we will need to consider the impact on 
resources needed to collect this money.  

 
(c) Demand.  Under the existing benefit scheme there is no direct financial 

impact on the council of changes in the amount of benefit paid.  Under 
the LCTS scheme the Government grant will be a fixed sum and therefore 
any increase in claimant numbers will be borne by all of the major 
preceptors including St Edmundsbury. The modelling has also been based 
on 2011/2012 data, which in itself may not entirely reflect the claimant 
profile when the scheme goes live in April 2013.  

 
(d) Grant reduction. As previously stated the total funding is being reduced 

by 10%, but depending on the December budget announcement the 
reduction may be as high as 14%. 

 
8.3 The major precepting authorities will share the financial risks associated with 

LCTS. Representatives from St Edmundsbury and other Suffolk billing 
authorities and Suffolk County Council have been working together to jointly 
develop a county-wide framework, reflected in the proposals in this report. 
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8.4 A range of measures will be offered to affected people to help them pay, such 
as Direct Debit. 

 
8.5 The LCTS scheme is based on a Council Tax discount, in other words a 

reduction in the amount of Council Tax due.  The proposed methodology for 
reflecting the cost of this is therefore to show it as a reduction in the Council 
Tax base (the number of equivalent Band D properties).  In simple terms this 
will mean that the amount of Council Tax due will be less by the amount of 
Council Tax Support provided.  On the basis of a cost neutral scheme this 
reduction in Council Tax should equal the level of Government grant provided. 

 
8.6 The Government is currently consulting on the methodology for dealing with 

Parish Councils in respect of the LCTS.  The most recent proposal is that the tax 
base agreed by parish councils should not include any adjustment in respect of 
the LCTS and that therefore the grant from Government should be retained by 
the billing authority.  This protects parish councils from the impact of changes 
to LCTS costs in year and leaves the burden of cuts to be borne by the billing 
and major precepting authorities.  It is expected that we will know the outcome 
of the consultation before the scheme is approved by full Council. 

 
 
9. Risk /opportunity assessment (potential hazards or opportunities affecting corporate, 

service or project objectives). 
 
9.1 As highlighted earlier in the report there are a number of financial risks 

associated with the proposed introduction of the LCTS scheme. Once the 
Council has set its policy, it cannot be changed until the following financial year 
(2014 /2015). This therefore makes it essential to monitor the new scheme and 
the impact on collection rates very closely. 

 
 
10. Legal and policy implications 
 
10.1 The National Council Tax Support scheme for Pensioners will be determined by 

Central Government whilst the Local Council Tax Support scheme for people of 
working age is determined by each local authority. The scheme may be altered 
each year, giving the Council the opportunity to take into consideration any 
local factors or budget constraints. Subsequent amendments may require 
further consultation and agreement. 

 
10.2 The Council’s Constitution gives the Head of Resources and Performance 

delegated power ’to manage the Revenues and Benefits function’ including 
appointing officers of Anglia Revenues and Benefits Partnership (ARP) to carry 
out debt recovery and criminal prosecutions.  It is recommended that the list of 
functions which the ARP may authorise ARP staff to undertake be augmented by 
the inclusion of a specific reference to the administration of the Localised 
Council Tax Support Scheme. 

 
10.3 As the autumn budget announcement is not until 5 December 2012, the actual 

figures for the reduction in grant will not be known until a couple of weeks 
later. This means that, assuming the funding announcements are received in 
time for the Council meeting on 18 December 2012; further consideration 
needs to be given to any other changes that may be required to adequately 
cover the funding gap at that meeting. In the event of final funding decisions 
not being known at that time, Cabinet is asked to delegate final decisions on 
any additional changes to the Localised Council Tax Support Scheme to the 
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Head of Resources and Performance, in consultation with the Leader and 
Portfolio Holder for Performance and Resources. 

 
 
11. Wards affected 
 
11.1 All wards 
 
 
12. Background papers 
 
12.1 Localising Support for Council Tax in England 2012: Cabinet Report D73 – 

25 July 2012 
 
 
13. Documents attached 
 
 Appendix A – Local Council Tax Support Scheme draft policy  
 
 
 
W:\Democratic WP Services\Committee\Reports\Cabinet\2012\12.12.12 Special\D224 Local Council Tax Support.doc 
















































































































































































































































































